
BARBARA M. BOYD 
778 Vanderbilt Terrace SE 
Leesburg, Virginia 20175 

General Counsel 
Federal Election Commission 
999 E Street NW 
Washington, D.C. 20463 

Re: Complaint pursuant to 2 U.S.C. 437(s) ( 1) 

Dear Sir: 

(1). I am a supporter of Lyndon H. LaRouche Jr. in his 
present campaign for the Democratic nomination and have previously 
supported Lyndon LaRoucheIs presidential campaigns. My full name 
and address are listed above. 

(2). I recently discovered an Internet chat group called 
LaRouche Watch, which is the respondent to this complaint. Upon 
information and belief, this group came into existence on or about 
October 9, 2003 and declares itself to be a group to "stop 
LaRouche. I I  (See Exhibit A) 

( 3 ) .  Under the indexed link on the Yahoo group page, !Who We 
Are and What We this group explicitly espouses infiltration 
and harassment of LaRoucheIs presidential campaign (See Exhibit B 
paragraphs 5, 6, and 7). 

(4). To the extent that LaRouche Watch engages in the 
activities set forth in Exhibit B and has expended more than $1,000 
for these activities, it has violated the Federal Election Campaign 
Act by failing to register as a political committee and report its 
contributions and disbursements. 2 U.S.C. 433(a). 

( 5 ) .  To the extent that individuals have contributed funds to 
LaRouche Watch and these funds exceed the limitations set forth in 
2 U.S.C. 441 a(a) (l), these individuals have violated the FECA. 

(6). To the extent that individuals associated with LaRouche 
Watch are candidates or otherwise involved with other candidates 
for the Democratic or Republican presidential nomination, and cause 
LaRoucheIs campaign to be infiltrated and statements to be made by 
their agents which do not in any way represent the candidate's 
position, then these individuals are in violation of 11 CFR 110.16 
regarding fraudulent misrepresentations. (See Exhibit B, Who We 
Are and What We Do, paragraph 6.) 
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( 7 )  Upon ififorma&on, gha, ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ ~ ~ f  ,' LaRouche Watch is 
affiliated with one Helen Gilbert of Seattle, Washington whose book 
concerning LaRouche is advertised by the LaRouche Watch group, 
including an order form. (See Exhibit B, index, and Exhibit C 
linked order form). Upon information and belief, Ms. Gilbert 
undertook a promotional book tour concerning her book on or about 
the same time as the LaRouche Watch group came into existence. 

(8). Ms. Gilbert's publisher, Red Letter Press is located at 
4710 University Way SE, Seattle, Washington 98105 according to the 
links on the LaRouche Watch Website. Red Letter Press is a 
Washington corporation according to the Corporations Division of 
the Washington Secretary of State and lists Helen Gilbert as the 
registered agent at 1903 NE 82nd Street, Seattle, Washington 98115. 
(See Exhibit D). This relationship raises the suspicion that to 
the extent that Red Letter Press, a corporation, is subsidizing the 
LaRouche Watch group, a prohibited corporate contribution or 
expenditure has taken place. See 11 CFR 114.2. 

I respectfully request that the FEC promptly investigate 
this complaint. 

Sworn to before me this 

day of December, 2003. 

Barbara M. Boyd 
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brouche watch group being formed 
by mad professor Wednesday Oczober OS, 2003 at 07:14 PM 
the madd Droffessor@Nahoo corn 

a group to stop larouche 

We are beginning to forma group to fight the neo fascist, anti semetic racist liar who spent years in 
prison for scandals against the eldetly with the brainashed cult. i dont need to say its larouche. we will 
use a variety of legal, yet amusing tactics. informing about his lies, history, and true nature are an 
obvious. attending meetings after being well read on his history help. infiltrating, gathering info on 
memebers the same way they do (they write down info on every person they talk to to tyr to find weak 
points) videotaping all of them and sending it to the FBI (or whatever else fun we can do with it) and so 
much more. so for a good time fighting fascism, check out our yahoo group for now untrl the website is 
made. 
httD.//aroum.va hoo.com/aroupAarouchewatch/ 

groum vahoo.com/aroudlarouchewatch/ 

add Your comments 

LATESTCOMMENTSABOUllHIS- 
Listed below are the 10 latest comments posted about this article. 
These commenb are anonymously submitted by VAN-IMC website visiton. 
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- Lyndon H Larouche 
"Solving the Machiavellian Problem Today. " 
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e Larouche Watch 
The group to legally crush the Larouche Mevement. 

,Who we are and what we do.' a 
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Is LaRouche braimashink students? 

LaRouche. the Fascist Demagome 

Quotes fiom LaRouche 

Order form-for Fascism Resvled-for the new millenium 

O u r  Leaflets and other stuff h easier printing format 

4 leaflets w itb basic descn 'ption 
Full Dwe leaflet 

Is LaRoucc a Nazi of a ProDaPanda Victim? [not done vet) 

hits since October 14 

Mho b LaRouclCe gokg to blance the creation of thb site on? 
Answer in &e guestbook! Majority w h  apriza (sort oJ3 

guest, you are currently navigating this WebRing 

Fight the Right 
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Who we are and what we de6 
In a nutshell, we fbck with LaRouche. 
1 Our goal is to deplete the membership by eliminating the newer and less 
brainwashed members and preventing new recruits. We hope to do this by 
exposure of the true nature of the group and talking the reasonable ones out 
of it. 
2 Miltration of the group is a good way to influence them. Usually they - 

try to have a lecture enviornment. If this can be changed to a discussion 
this is most benificial. Take control of the conversation. Then you can use 
all the discrepincies between reality and what they say to create more 
skeptics. It is good to bring as many people with you as you can, who have 
been well read on LaRouche. They usually try to start with surfacy stu f f  
with newbies, so you have to ask questions off the subject. 
3 "Spy" on the group. It is well known that they collect info on all the 
people they talk with. Videotape the members, collect info on them. 
Classie them as hardcores, intermediate, newbie, transient, or any 
combination. Start with the lowest and work your way up the ladder. This 
helps when "deprogramming" them. It will also make them paranoid as 
hell. 
4 Waste their resources. Collect as much of their propaganda as possible 
and put it in the recycle bin. Go to their events that require money, but get 
one of them to sponsor you. Find things like that to do. Drain thier 
resources. Together with them losing their members and resources they 
will bleed to death &om a thousand needle pokes. 
5 Be a hassle to them. One tactic of political cults is the spiral of 
obligation put on the new members. If you reverse it, such as living 
conditions, and things like that, you could force them to revise these 
tactics. 
6 Be kind of crazy when you are working with them. Tell people you meet 
on the street that we have to get rid of dl the liberals because they impede 
American progress and stufflike that. 
7 Pass out essays, especially laden with quotes by Larouche, depicting his 
hc i s t  nature, including to the members. 
8 Go to talk to them on the streets and slowly have your fieinds join the 
conversation. Once they are outnumbered, watch if they slowly start to dig 
a hole, then when they're in deep enough, Slam 'em! The way they did 
thier "ego stripping" was wait till they make a contradiction then go off on 
them for long periods of time, insulting them in as many spheres as 
possible until they admit they are useless and seek LaRouche's guidance. 
It'll be h. Try it. 
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Let us examine som evidciijce fiom, his writings: 
(See the book Lyndon LaRokhe &a 8e-N& American Fascism) 

l e  claimdclaimed the world is controlled by British bankers with "Jewish sounding names." 
a good freind of Robert Miles, a KKK grand Gragon convicted of bombing buses to protest sch 
A fieind of Miles, Vernon Miggins, another high ranking KKK member, ran for Michagan hous 

I Pennsylvania KKK Grand Dragon Roy Frankhauser was arrested for transporting explosves, 
representatives as LaRouches candidate in 1974. (36) 

LaRouchites held a press conference condemning the arrest. (36) 
His front group-the-National-Anti Drug &lition blamed Jews for the grug trade at a convention in 1978(32) 
The editor of the Illminutor, a ne0 nazi newspaper, met with many LaRouchites, including Scott Thompson. 
Willis Carto, who sold copies of Mein K m p f  and Protocols ofthe El&rs of Zion, and founder of the Liberty 

Lobby, the gmup that claims the Holocaust was a hoax, was a good freind of Thompson as well.(39) 
He claims that Jewish parenting causes disturbing sexual desires with chilren, the direct result is 

homosexuality. He claims the Orthodox Jews in Jeruselem fear death so much that they frequently engage in 
large orgies. (41) 

His newpaper Nau Solidarity used the Star of David to symbolize the drug trade. (42) 
He has a way of changing definitions around so that Jews are Nazis, nominal Jews, (normal Jews a ~ d  Zionists) 

are all Nazis, and the only true Jews are his Jewish followers.(44) 
He wrote a pamphlet entitled "Hitler: The Runaway British Agent" In which he claims Hitler was a Jew sent 

to persecute Jews in Germany so they would flee to Palestine and create a puppet state of the British Jew 
Rothschild, who controlled most ofthe world due to his status as British Jew. Hitler then turned on Rothschild 

and attacked England to try to take over the Jewish Empire. (44) 
In his book "The Secrets Known Only to the Inner Elite," he describes how Left and Right politics dont exist, 

only the struggle between the Humanist Elite (LaRouche) and the Oligarchic Elite (Jews.)(45) 
In his military plan for once he seizesd power, he claimed he would attack England and "root out" the "Zionist 
Octopus," and its "outpost in the Middle East." He mentioned several American Jewish groups to eliminate. 

He would then improve the West by installing "Humanist" (LaRouchite) regimes in Europe, and teach "calssic 
German culture" to his new colonies. He would begin "Totla Mobilization," following the footsteps of Hitler, to 

prepare for his WMD war on Russia. (50-58) 
He claims the Anti Defamation League h d s  the KKK, and Jews planned the assasinations of Lincoln, 

Kennedy, and Jimmy Hoffa. (137) 
He made references of the "Blood Libel," a Old Eurpean fairy tale in which Jews kidnap Christian children for 

use in ritual sacdice. He accuses Jews of pushing drugs to American youth and molesting many. (137) 
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"It is not necessary to wear a brown shirt to be a fdcis t... It is not necessary 
wear a swastika to-be a fascist... It is n68 ii&&siry to call ysuself a fascist to be 

a fascist... It is simply mecessary to be one." 
-Lydon H LaRouche 

Solving the Machiavellian Problem Todby 
When speaking of his rise to power, Hitler commented that h& party was completely b o r e d  by most, which worked to 

his ultimate benefit. 
Public service anomcement by LaRouche Watch 

Lyndon LaRouche is a Ne0 Fascist anti semefic presidential candidate, convicted of Scamming the elderly to f h d  his - , 

campiagn. He has a well brain washed cult to cany out his orders. In the 70's he led a campaign called "operation mop-up," 
in which he broke his ties to the radical left (he once tried to get the Indian Communist Party to revolt against England) by a 
three month period filled with severe beatings of his opposition. He then made ties with right extremist groups such as the 
"Liberty Lobby," a group that claims the Holocaust never happened, the KKK, the Aryan Nations, and tried to unite all the 

gangs in America to m e  him. He believes that the Queen of England is behind the drug trade, and she, of coum, is 
controlled by English bankers with "Jewish sounding names." He was financially connected to the ousted Panamanian drug 

loddictator Noriega. He "discovered" that only 1.5 million people died in the Holocaust, and Hitler was just a renegade 
Jewish agent, Nazis were really Jews, and Jews are really Nazis. Real Jews all follow him. All others are M e  Jews. He uses 
many 1984 Orwellian tactics against his own members to avoid h e  thinking. He later criticized Hider not for his actions, 
but for the order of them. His plan for America is after a military coup (he's using elections and the antiwar movement for 
recruits nght now) he will employ tactics similat to Mussolini's. Jewish rights group he already said he would "eliminate." 
Then dissidents, leftists, other Jews, and anyone else who disagrees. All aspects of life are controlled by the government. 

Education, media, art, leisure, are all part of the "Total Mobilization," (copy of Hitler.) He then would wage war on England, 
the center of the Jewish Empire. After taking this he would prepare for "Total War" (Hitler again) against the Russia. This 
means a pre-emptive "AX" (Atomic Biological Chemical) strike. He estimated 100-150 million Americans would die. He 
now complains that only he can prevent fascism.Its a different story he tells now to ignorant students dissallusioned with the 
system, who he now tells he will leave the world in peace, but they dont read much on him, they only read what he says to 
read. Members a put into groups homes, working 70-100 hrs a week to support LaRaouche in his mansion, compared to the 

little amount of money the recive fiom thier job, which varies fiom group to group. They have no free time, and all aspect of 
their lives are controlled by the cult. Free thinking and things that might provoke this are not allowed. They have an elaborate 

conspiracy theory they are obsessed with. Everything they cannot explain is "British Geo Politics," which doesnt mean 
anything, but they hope you don't know that. All of this mans attrocities arc not possible to put in one piece of paper. Dennis 

Miller stilled failed to do so in his book Lyn& LaRouche and the New America Fascism, a rather extensive book on 
LaRouche. 

What we are doing 
We are a group to expose this man and what he has done. If we leave them alone they will continue to grow. We intend to 

prevent new members fiom forming and pull away those who have already joined. This must be done on an ideological front, 
by infiltrating the group and presenting information that they would not normally come into contact with, or just plain talking 
some sense into them. Already we are amoung more than 6 chapters of LaRouche within our first few weeks in existence. 
His members know little about real politics, their leaders just give babbling speeches about nothing, giving the impression 

they known everything about everything. The newbies stare with awe and occasionally ask questions just to be dazzled with a 
pseuadoanswer. This is what is changing now. We will transform all of the cult meeting into discussion groups with 

comrades well educated on the matters. If you have ever spoken with a LaRouchite you know how they would react ot ten 
people all contradicting them at their own meeting. We will completely drain their membership, for common sense is on our 

side. They can attempt whatever they wish with their members, they will fail. 
We have a discussion group at 

www.groups.yahoo.com/groupAarouchewatch 
larouchewatch-subscribe@yahoogroups. com 

our website is 
www.geocities. codarouchewatch 
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"lt is not necessary to wear a brown shirt to be a 
 fascist^. It is not necessary to wear a swastika to 
be a fascist.. It is not necessary to call oneselfa 
fascist to be one, it is simply necessary to be 
one. 
Lyndon H Larouehe 
"solving the Machiavellian Problem Today." 

Join LaRouche Watch: 
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e Larouche Watch 
The group to legally crush the Larouche Mevement. 

Who we are and what we do.' a 

Essays on LaRouche: 

L-yndon LaRouche is a Fascist Menace 
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Who is this LaRouche and What Does He Want? 

Basic an tiLaRouche information 

Armies of Repression on the Far Right 
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Is LaRouche brainwashing students? 

LaRouche, the Fascist Dernagoae 

Quotes fiom LaRouche 

Order form for Fascism Restyled for the new millenium 

Our Leaflets and other stuff in easier printing format 

4 leaflets w ith basic desc ription. 
Full pape leaflet 

Is LaRouce a Nazi of a ProDaeanda Victim? (not done vet) 

hits since October 14 

M o  ik LaRouche going to blame the creation of thik site on? 
Answer in f i e  guestbook! Majority wins ap&c (sort OB. 
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-LYNDON LaROUCHE: 
FASCISM RESTYLED FOR THE 

NEW MILLENNIUM 

"Highly recommended.. .packed with vital up-to-date information to 
refute the egregious deceptions of LaRouche organizers on college 
campuses and within the anti-globalization movement. 'I  

-DENNIS KING, author of Lyndon LaRouche and the New 
American Fascism 

Recruiters for the LaRouche movement are highly visible on campuses 
and street corners. Though frequently denounced as a cult, the far-right 
politics of the movement are buried under mountains of misdirection, 
half-truths and inflammatory assertions. This brief but detailed study 
exposes LaRouche's origins and current stance on key issues, and 

- shows how he is using classic fascist manipulation and scapegoating to 
recruit the disaffected. 
By Helen Gilbert 

Red Banner Reader #8. $4.50.52 pages 
0-932323-21 -9 

Order by mail -7 
Order by P a y p a l m  I 

Check your PayPal o r d e m  

Red Letter Press home paae 
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Lyndon LaRouche Expo&’ed 

Review by Alison Thornej *. Green a<: J*T,v *r.\--! Left P. Py:,,_x,=7,i: Weekly, November . .  12, 2003 
Melbourne, Austrdlia’ . 

Helen Gilbert’s Lyndon LaRouche: Fascism Resfyled for the New Millennium, is a 
highly revealing look at the background and politics of the LaRouche movement, 
which is sure to stand candidates in the coming federal election under the name 
Citizens Electoral Council (CEC). 

Page 2 of 2 

Dennis King, whose definitive book on LaRouche was published in 1989, has called 
the new publication, “Highly recommended.. . packed with vital up-to-date information 
to refute the egregious deceptions of LaRouche organisers.” 

This small, well-documented booklet from Red Letter Press reviews LaRouche’s 
origins as a one-time socialist who took a turn to the far-right in the 1970s. He 
instigated his followers to physically attack leftwing organisations and published 
hysterical diatribes against women, people of colour, Jews, and gays. 

I 

In the U.S., LaRouchites actively sabotaged the labour reform group, Teamsters for a 
Democratic Union, and built a multi-million-dollar empire through political spying and 
defrauding of senior citizens. In Australia, the CEC scapegoats Aborigines; in 1997 it 
published a pamphlet titled Aboriginal ‘Land Righfs’; Prince Philip’s Racist Hot to 
Splinter Australia. 

As a perennial U.S. presidential candidate, LaRouche is now taking a milder public 
tone, but Gilbert finds his essential message the same. She has studied current 
LaRouche publications and found a far-right agenda that ,‘combines racist, 
homophobic and anti-Semitic scapegoating with extreme hostility toward women and 
environmentalists. 

LaRouche also promotes nuclear power and the banned pesticide DDT. He seeks to 
“save” the free market economy. Gilbert defines fascism as a mass movement that 
aims to preserve capitalism by smashing workingalass gains and eliminating 
democratic rights. On this basis, she concludes that LaRouche is a peculiar variety of 
21 st century fascist. 

Gilbert is a longtime feminist, anti-Nazi activist and socialist. She first became aware 
of LaRouche in the 1970s when he was actively threatening radicals and spouting 
conspiracy theories. 

Red Letter Press home pasle 
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Red Letter Press is a non-profit publisher 
d writings on the ideas, experiences and 
history of women, people of color, sexual 
minorities, workers, immigrants, Jews, 
youth and elders, the disabled, social- 
issue activists, radicals, and others 
whose voices and viewpoints are 
generally -ignored. by -commercial 
publishers. 

We focus on works that advance human 
rights and combat prejudice, that educate 
about civil liberties, inform on 
international issues, analyze social 
problems, explore progressive political 
theories, and encourage dialogue and 
critical thought. 

We aim to create attractive, readable, 
and low-cost publications that can 
change the world! 

Online Catalog 

Contact Red Letter Prew 
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,cd Ltittcr hess 
Email Red Letter Press or use the following online form 

Name: 1 
Email Address: fl 

4710 University Way NE, #lo0 Seattle, WA 98105 USA 
Phone (206) 9854621 Fax (206) 985-8965 

Red Letter Press home paae 
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Address 

city 

State 

zip 
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Disclaimer 
Information in the Secretary of State's Online Corporations Database is updated Monday 
through Friday by 5:OO a.m. Pacific Standard Time (state holidays excluded). Neither the State 
of Washington nor any agency, officer, or employee of the State of Washington warrants the 
accuracy, reliability, or timeliness of any information in the Public Access System and shall not 
be liable for any losses caused by such reliance on the accuracy, reliability, or timeliness of 
such information. While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this information, 
portions may be incorrect or not current. Any person or entity who relies on information 
obtained from the System does so at his or her own risk. 


